Abstract. By the research on the clustering problem of multiple attributes data processing based on K-Prototypes algorithm, this paper improves distance formula, which can more accurately reflect the differences between tuples. Besides, according to the various demand of privacy preservation, the sensitive value is divided into multiple levels by (KLS,  -clustering) -hierarchical anonymous model. The experimental results show that this algorithm is able to achieve highly accurate clustering results. It can also satisfy the requirements of multi-level privacy preservation of sensitive attributes, and effectively reduce the information loss.
Introduction
K-Prototypes [1] clustering algorithm can be used to handle data sets combined with numerical and categorical data, but its clustering result depends on the choice of the initial value. However, the improved initial value selection algorithm [2] cannot accurately measure the distance between tuples. Therefore, this article gives an improved distance formula and a cost function. In addition, a hierarchical anonymous model based on clustering is represented due to various demands for privacy preservation. Experimental results also show that the algorithm can protect the privacy of individuals and reduce the loss of information effectively.
Improved Distance Formula and Cost Function
Suppose that the quasi-identifier in the data sheet T is + ( , , , , the data generalization's effect on the anonymous data information loss, and the distance formula and cost function are improved as the following: Distance Formula. By the K-Prototypes algorithm, the distance between tuples can be expressed as the sum of the distance between the numerical data and categorical data.
Definition 1 (distance formula between tuples) , i j t t represents tuples in the data sheet T , and the distance between , i j t t is: t is defined as:
Definition 5 (most recent public generalization node) All the values of any attribute form a hierarchical tree. Each node in the tree corresponds to a value and the sub-node corresponds to a more value of the most recent public generalization , , Dist(C ,C ) n Distortion t ,t n Distortion t ,t    
According to（4）~（7）, the distance between categorical data is
Improved weight. In the original categorical data distance formula,  represents the weight of categorical data in the tuple [4] . However, it only can be used to represent the different weights of numerical and categorical data instead of the weight of each attribute on the tuple. Therefore, this paper introduces the background reference matrix [5] and give the calculate method which is both suitable for numerical and categorical data.
Definition 8 (background reference matrix) ij q represents the impact of the i th background data to the j th attribute of the tuple, which is defined by experts or the data owner. The background reference matrix is a n p  matrix, in which n represents the number of the tuples in the data sheet and p represents the number of the identifiers. The matrix is as the following shows: 
Cost Function
Definition 9 (cost function) a cost function for clustering a data set with numeric and categorical attributes can be written as: 
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The Hierarchal Anonymous Model Based on Clustering
In reality, there are considerable differences in the demand of privacy preservation of different sensitive attribute values. Simply constraining different sensitive attributes to one value, instead of considering the real demand of privacy preservation, is likely to cause a lot of unnecessary information loss and low efficiency. It may also not be able to meet the requirements of high sensitive attribute values. Aiming at this problem, this paper proposes a multidimensional (KLS,  -clustering) -hierarchical anonymous model, based on the three-dimensional hierarchical classification of sensitive attributes [6] .
Definition 10 (classification of sensitive attributes) Suppose that SE is a set of values of the sensitive attribute ST in the data sheet T, that is , in which the classification are usually determined by experts and data owners before the data is anonymous.
Definition 11 (KLS,  -clustering hierarchal anonymous model) In the data sheet T , if the following two conditions are satisfied, then the data sheet T can be said to meet (KLS,  -clustering) hierarchal anonymous model.
1) The data sheet T meets k-anonymity and l-diversity model.
2 (14); (17) 
Experimental results
In order to further verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm, we carried out experiments. The experiment uses Adult dataset in the UCI machine learning database. This dataset is the standard dataset of anonymity protection research.
There are 45222 tuples in the dataset (after deleting the data within missing value). We use 9 attributes: Age, Gender, Race, Marital Status, Education, Native Country, Work Class, Salary Class, Occupation. Age is a numerical attribute and others are categorical data. The experiment takes the first d attributes as the quasi-identifiers and Occupation as the sensitive attribute. The number of the different sensitive values is 14.
The hardware environment of the experiment is Core i5-4200U 1.60GHz, CPU Intel, RAM 1.6GHz and the operating system is Windows Microsoft 7. All procedures are implemented with java.
This experiment compares KLS-clustering algorithm and (KLS,  )-clustering algorithm. . From Figure 1 , we can see that with the increase of the dimension of the quasi identifier QI , the information loss of the two algorithms is increased. This is because when QI increase, the tuple needs to generalize more attributes, which apparently will bring more information loss. But under the same condition, (KLS,  )-clustering algorithm produces slightly less information loss than KLS-clustering algorithm. 
Summary
In the study of anonymous protection, it is not accurate to deal with the data distance simply. And the single constraint of sensitive attribute can result in a large amount of unnecessary information loss and low processing efficiency. This paper presents (KLS,  )-clustering hierarchical anonymous algorithm. This algorithm can greatly improve the accuracy of clustering and realize the hierarchical demand of different sensitive attributes so that information loss can be reduced.
